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ABSTRACT: Molecular spins provide potential building units for future quantum
information science and spintronic technologies. In particular, doublet (S = 1/2) and
triplet (S = 1) molecular spin states have the potential for excellent optical and spin
properties for these applications if useful photon-spin mechanisms at room temperature
can be devised. Here we explore the potential of exploiting reversible energy transfer
between triplet and doublet states to establish magnetosensitive luminescence and spin
polarization. We investigate the dependence of the photon-spin mechanism on the
magnitude and sign of the exchange interaction between the doublet and triplet spin
components in amorphous and crystalline model systems. The design of a magnetic
field inclination sensor is proposed from understanding the required “structure” (spin
interactions) to “function” (magnetosensitivity).

Doublet (S = 1/2) and triplet (S = 1) spin states from
molecules provide potential building units for creating

designer material platforms in quantum information science
(QIS) and spintronic applications.1,2 The challenge is to
combine the potential for excellent optical and spin properties
in π-conjugated organic materials and achieve useful photon-
spin mechanisms at room temperature. In these systems, triplet
states are derived from organic chromophore groups following
photoexcitation and intersystem crossing.3−7 Doublet states
are obtained from the unpaired electron spin in stable
radicals.8−12 The emergence of luminescent radicals is
expanding the range of spin and magnetic phenomena in
doublet−triplet systems from the ground electronic state of
radicals to excited states.13

In chromophore−radical systems, the “extra spin” of the
radical can accelerate conversion between singlet (S = 0) and
triplet chromophore states in enhanced intersystem crossing
(EISC).12,14−17 Here it is necessary to consider the total spin
of the chromophore−radical system rather than the individual
moieties. A singlet chromophore (S1) combined with a ground
state radical doublet (D0) forms an overall doublet state known
as the sing-doublet. Triplet chromophore (T1) and radical
doublet pairs form overall doublet and quartet (S = 3/2) states
that may be denoted trip-doublet and trip-quartet, respectively.
A spin-conserving pathway for singlet-to-triplet conversion of
the chromophore moiety in EISC can proceed via sing-doublet
and trip-doublet states. Efficient doublet quenching of
chromophore triplet states can also become spin-allowed via
trip-doublet encounter pairs, resulting in deexcitation to the
sing-doublet ground state, as probed by its magnetic field
dependence.18

In our recent work, we showed that the interplay of trip-
doublet and trip-quartet states with excited D1 states of radicals
can be exploited in demonstrations of spin initialization,
manipulation, and readout by light at room temperature.19 The
emergence of stable and luminescent radicals20−22 with
integration into radical−triplet intermolecular23,24 and intra-
molecular systems19 unlocks the possibility of optical readout
for studying the magnetosensitivity of radical−triplet pairs.

From previous work with nonluminescent radicals, it is
established that ground state radical spin polarization may be
driven by interactions with unpolarized triplet states via the
Radical−Triplet(/Quartet) Pair Mechanism (RTPM/RQPM)
in which radical and triplet components undergo diffusive
translational motion25,26 and in terms of the Reversed Quartet
Mechanism (RQM)27,28 in systems in which the components
are fixed in space. In general, these mechanisms are initiated
for strongly coupled radical−triplet pairs that form the trip-
doublet (MS = ±1/2, |D±1/2⟩) and trip-quartet (MS = ±3/2 or
±1/2, |Q±3/2⟩ or |Q±1/2⟩, respectively). A rapid, irreversible, and
spin-selective process takes place such that the trip-doublet
eigenstates of the radical−triplet pair are selectively populated
or depopulated. Spin polarization of the |D+1/2⟩ and |D−1/2⟩
states is generated by asymmetrical redistribution of
populations to and from the trip-quartet manifold.
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Here we consider radical−triplet pairs involving reversible
energy transfer with excited states of luminescent radicals
(D1 + S0 ⇌ D0 + T1). We explore new potential mechanisms
for generating spin polarization and magnetic field inclination
sensing. We investigate how magnetic interactions of the
radical−triplet pair can lead to magnetic field effects with
optical readout through modulating the “spin-allowed”
character of energy transfer.

Starting from the framework of the Merrifield model for
radical−triplet pairs,29 we apply a kinetic scheme in which
energy transfer takes place from an excited radical doublet, D1,
to the triplet, T1, via the eigenstates of the radical−triplet pair,
Pj:

In Scheme 1, D1 is generated with unpolarized light at a rate
G (such that both doublet states are generated equally at a rate

G/2) and can subsequently decay with a radiative rate γr. Both
radical doublet excited states ±( )D1

1
2

can undergo energy
transfer to form one of the radical−triplet pair eigenstates Pj
with rate constant + ± j1/2, , where ± j1/2, represents the
overlap between the |D±1/2⟩ sing-doublet initial states and
radical−triplet pair eigenstate Pj: = | | |± ±D Pj j1/2, 1/2

2.
Radical−triplet pair eigenstates Pj can undergo reverse transfer
with rate constant ± j1/2, to re-form ± +( )D S1

1
2 0 or

dissociate into separate D0 and T1 states with rate constant γD.
Energy transfer rates for γ+, γ−, and γD are assumed from
previous studies of EISC5,30 and triplet−triplet31 systems to
range from 100 ps to 10 ns (section 1 of the Supporting
Information). To focus our evaluation of the spin effects from
doublet−triplet energy transfer, spin relaxation is ignored, the
reversibility of energy transfer is set between D1 + S0 and the
pair states, and coherence effects between Pj states are ignored.

Radical−triplet pair eigenstates Pj are determined by the
spin Hamiltonian ĤDT:

= · + + · +
Ö́ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ ÆÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ Ö́ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ ÆÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ Ö́ÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ ÆÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖÖ

H g J D SB S S S S S( ) ( ) ( /3)
H H H

D T D TDT B T,z
2

T
2

z ex ZFS

(1)

where Ĥz is the Zeeman interaction for both the triplet and the
radical doublet from an external magnetic field vector B with
magnitude B, ŜD and ŜT are the spin operators for the doublet
and triplet, respectively, μB is the Bohr magneton, and g is the
Lande ́ g-factor. Ĥex is the radical−triplet exchange interaction
with coupling parameter J, and ĤZFS represents the intra-
molecular zero-field splitting (ZFS) interaction of the triplet
component with zero-field splitting parameter D.

The Pj eigenstate energies are expected to vary for typical
experimental fields (<2 T) from micro- to millielectronvolts
due to ĤDT. As the energetic separation of the D1 and Pj states
is typically on the order of 10 meV (<kBT for reversible energy

transfer), modulation of energy transfer rates due to energetics
is assumed to be small, with spin interactions instead
modulating energy transfer rates through controlling their
“spin-allowed” character.

We note that this kinetic scheme is inspired by those
employed by Merrifield and others to investigate the effects of
magnetic fields on triplet−triplet annihilation and singlet
fission in chromophore systems.29,31−36 The difference
between triplet−triplet and radical−triplet systems is that the
“spin-allowed” pathway is governed by singlet and doublet
character, respectively.18,37 Analogous to triplet−triplet sys-
tems, the use of a kinetic model between incoherent radical−
triplet states in predicting radical−triplet MFEs is expected to
be most accurate where fast reversible energy transfer (time
scales less than nanoseconds) causes the lifetime of Pj to be
short compared to spin-coherence lifetimes (approximately
nanosecond time scale between states with microelectronvolt
separation). For cases in which spin-coherence between Pj
states is significant, full evaluation of MFEs should be
performed using density matrices for the radical−triplet pair.

Analytical solutions for excited radical doublet populations
[D±1/2] in our radical−triplet pair system can be derived
(section 2 of the Supporting Information) to write the total
doublet photoluminescence, = [ ] + [ ]+PL ( D D )r 1/2 1/2 ,
where =

D
, = [ + + ]+1 ( )j j j1/2, 1/2,

1, and ∑ j

represents the summation over radical−triplet eigenstates Pj:

=
+
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The doublet spin polarization in the excited state can be
defined:

[ ] [ ]
[ ] + [ ]

=
[ ]

+
+

+

+

+
+

D D
D D 2

( ) ( )

1 ( )
j j j j

j j j j

1/2 1/2

1/2 1/2

1/2,
2

1/2,
2

2 1/2, 1/2,
2r

(3)

Spin polarization of the doublet excited state can be passed
to the doublet ground state through emission. In this work, we
focus on the functional spin mechanisms in the excited state.

It is apparent from the dependence of eqs 2 and 3 on ± j1/2,

and κj that magnetic fields can change the doublet photo-
luminescence yield and excited state doublet spin polarization
of D1. This occurs as an applied magnetic field can alter the
spin character of the radical−triplet eigenstates through the
Zeeman interaction.

First, we consider spin simulations of the radical−triplet
system in the strongly coupled regime (|J| = 20|D|, i.e., |J| ≫ |
D|). We modeled amorphous samples by setting the triplet
ZFS tensor at random orientations to an applied magnetic
field, where D = 5 μeV (typical for triplets in molecular π-
conjugated systems) with a zero transverse component (E =
0). Figure 1 shows that for both radical−triplet systems in
antiferromagnetic (J < 0) and ferromagnetic (J > 0) regimes of
electron exchange, changes in doublet PL from the magnetic
field effect, MFE = 100% × [PL(B)/PL(0) − 1], and spin
polarization are observed at magnetic fields corresponding to
doublet−quartet anticrossings.

At zero field, the eigenstates for the strongly coupled
radical−triplet pair reflect those of the radical−triplet exchange
interaction, i.e., pure trip-doublet or trip-quartet spin states

Scheme 1. Kinetic Mechanism for Magnetosensitivity in
Luminescent Radical−Triplet Systems
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with energies +2J and −J, respectively. At magnetic fields
(gμBB) of 3|J|/2 and 3|J|, the Zeeman interaction leads to states
with energy separations on the order of the ZFS parameter, |D|.
At such fields, the ZFS interaction mixes pure spin eigenstates
such that they form doublet−quartet mixtures. The hybrid-
ization of these states results in anticrossings, with the spread
of trip-doublet character resulting in a decrease in the doublet
photoluminescence for negative MFE, irrespective of J > 0 or J
< 0.

Away from such anticrossings, application of a magnetic field
alters the energy of the radical−triplet pair eigenstates but does
not alter the distribution of their spin character. Consequently,
no magnetic field effect (MFE) for doublet emission or spin
polarization is observed outside the doublet−quartet anticross-
ings for strongly coupled radical−triplet pairs.

The lower-field anticrossing (gμBB = 3|J|/2) takes place for
only one of the trip-doublet states, with the asymmetrical
distribution of trip-doublet character resulting in excited state
doublet spin polarization. The sign of this polarization is
characteristic of the sign of the exchange interaction, with J < 0
and J > 0 showing negative and positive spin polarization,
respectively, as defined by eq 3.

A second field region around gμBB = 3|J| shows spin
polarization, where both trip-doublet states undergo anticross-

ings with trip-quartet states. In addition to a broader feature of
the same spin polarization sign as at gμBB = 3|J|/2, there is a
narrow feature of inverted spin polarization. The broader
feature arises for systems with ferromagnetic exchange
coupling (J > 0) from the greater strength that the ZFS
interaction mixes the |D−1/2⟩ and |Q+1/2⟩ states compared to
the |D+1/2⟩ and |Q+1/2⟩ states. For a ZFS tensor oriented at
angle θ to an applied magnetic field | | | |+ HQ D1/2 ZFS 1/2 =

sin 22
4

, while | | | |+ +HQ D3/2 ZFS 1/2 = D sin 26
12

(section 3
of the Supporting Information). Inversion of spin polarization
arises from the doublet−quartet anticrossings at gμBB = 3|J|
being offset by the previous anticrossing at gμBB = 3|J|/2.
Radical−triplet systems with antiferromagnetic exchange
coupling (J < 0) follow a similar trend arising from the greater
strength that the ZFS interaction mixes the |D+1/2⟩ and |Q−1/2⟩
states compared to the |D−1/2⟩ and |Q−3/2⟩ states.

Strongly coupled radical−triplet systems that are crystalline
(such that all triplets have a uniform orientation to the applied
magnetic field) show similar MFEs at fields equivalent to 3|J|/2
and 3|J|. However, the width of magnetic response varies with
triplet orientation due to different interaction strengths for spin
mixing of trip-doublet and trip-quartet states by ĤZFS (section
3 of the Supporting Information).

Figure 1. Magnetic response for strongly coupled radical−triplet pairs (|J| = 20|D|, i.e., |J| ≫ |D|) that are randomly oriented to an applied magnetic
field. Zeeman splitting of radical−triplet pair states with applied magnetic field B for (a) ferromagnetic (J > 0) and (b) antiferromagnetic (J < 0)
exchange coupling. Insets show the doublet−quartet anticrossings at triplet ZFS oriented to the applied magnetic field direction (θ = π/4). MFEs
for doublet photoluminescence are shown for (c) J > 0 and (d) J < 0 radical−triplet exchange coupling. Magnetosensitivity for spin polarization
from radical−triplet systems with (e) J > 0 and (f) J < 0 exchange coupling.
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Figure 2 shows the magnetic response for weakly coupled
radical−triplet pairs (|J| = 0.02|D|, i.e., |J| ≪ |D|) that are also
oriented randomly to an applied magnetic field. In contrast to
the strongly coupled regime, an immediate onset of MFEs for
doublet emission and spin polarization are observed.

For weakly coupled systems, the eigenstates of the radical−
triplet pair at zero magnetic field result from the triplet zero-
field splitting interaction. The zero-field eigenstates are
composed of linear combinations of trip-doublet and trip-
quartet character. The result is a ZFS quartet and doublet with
energies +D/3 and −2D/3, respectively, where two-thirds of
the initial trip-doublet spin character is found within the ZFS
quartet and one-third in the ZFS doublet at zero field.

The introduction of a magnetic field causes hybridization
between states that are energetically separated on the order of
|J|. At lower fields, this results in a rapid redistribution of trip-
doublet character primarily within the ZFS quartet, leading to
magnetic effects for the excited doublet populations that peak
for fields on the order of 2|J|. Further changes to the
distribution of trip-doublet character are seen as the magnetic
field is increased above 2|J|, although this tends to be a limiting
case for fields on the order of 2|D|.

For weakly coupled systems, the exact shape of the magnetic
response between 0 < gμBB < 2|D| strongly depends on the
relative orientation of the triplet ZFS tensor to the applied
magnetic field. This can result in magnetic responses for both
the total doublet photoluminescence and spin polarization,
which are dependent on triplet orientation (section 4 of the
Supporting Information).

The MFEs in weakly coupled systems for both photo-
luminescence and spin polarization do not cancel out for
disordered systems with a random triplet orientation. A
characteristic decrease in photoluminescence is seen to be on
the order of 2|J|, followed by a brightening in emission that
returns toward the luminescence at zero field on the order of
2|D|. Photoluminescence at B > 2|D| is observed to saturate
with emission greater than that at zero field.

A sharp initial feature in spin polarization is observed in
weakly coupled systems: both peaking and falling on the order
of 2|J|. This is followed by a second broader feature, peaking on
the order of |D| before slowly decreasing to zero for systems in
which the ZFS has a zero transversal component (E = 0). The
sign of the initial sharp peak in spin polarization is determined

by the sign of the exchange parameter, with J < 0 and J > 0
leading to positive and negative spin polarizations, respectively.
Similarly, the second broader feature is determined by the sign
of the ZFS interaction, with D > 0 and D < 0 leading to
positive and negative spin polarization, respectively. Therefore,
for both weakly coupled and strongly coupled chromophore−
radical systems, the amorphously averaged magnetic response
shows a magnetic field effect for photoluminescence that peaks
on the order of |J| and width of |D|. In addition, across both
systems we observe the generation of spin polarization whose
sign can provide insights into the exchange and ZFS
interaction for the triplet−doublet components.

We do consider that alternative interactions that result in
doublet−quartet spin mixing exist apart from the ZFS
interaction, including the hyperfine and a Δg mechanism.
The hyperfine interaction is particularly important to magneto-
sensitivity in radical−pair systems, with singlet−triplet spin
mixing resulting in MFEs through the Radical Pair Mechanism
(RPM).38 While the hyperfine interaction is also present in
radical−triplet systems, the mixing of spin states from the ZFS
interaction for molecular triplets is typically orders of
magnitude greater than that from the hyperfine interaction.
The effect of the hyperfine interaction on magnetosensitivity of
the radical−triplet pair for this reason was not considered in
this work. For radical−triplet systems, a Δg mechanism can
induce spin mixing, resulting in magnetic field effects.
However, for purely organic materials (Δg ≈ 0.001), these
effects happen at fields far greater than those equivalent to |J|
or |D| for strongly or weakly coupled systems, respectively
(section 6 of the Supporting Information).

We note that to observe magnetosensitivity for photo-
luminescence and spin polarization in our kinetic scheme

=
D

must be non-zero. For large effects, systems should be

engineered such that the rate of reverse triplet−doublet energy
transfer is large compared to the rate of triplet dissociation.
Furthermore, spin polarization will be increased for systems in
which the rate of forward energy transfer (γ+) is maximized
with respect to radiative rate (γr) as seen in eq 3. Balancing the
luminescent yield and dynamics that maximize the spin effects
is required to optimize the optical readout for magneto-
sensitivity and will be investigated in our future experiments.

In the weakly coupled limit where spin mixing is driven by
ZFS, the directionality of this magnetic dipolar interaction can

Figure 2. Magnetic response for weakly coupled radical−triplet pairs (|J| = 0.02|D|, i.e., |J| ≪ D|) that are randomly oriented to the applied magnetic
field. (a) Zeeman splitting of radical−triplet pair states with applied magnetic field B. The dark line shows a radical−triplet pair for triplet ZFS
tensor with θ = π/2. Gray shaded regions indicate possible energies for varying triplet orientations of an amorphous sample. (b) MFE for doublet
photoluminescence from radical−triplet systems with ferromagnetic (J > 0; blue) and antiferromagnetic (J < 0; red) exchange coupling. (c)
Magnetosensitivity for spin polarization from radical−triplet systems with ferromagnetic (J > 0; blue) and antiferromagnetic (J < 0; red) exchange
coupling. The insets of panels b and c show the effects extending to gμBB = 10|D|.
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be used as the basis of a magnetic field inclination sensor. In
Figure 3, the doublet photoluminescence yield shows

enhanced sensitivity, where gμBB = |D|. The widths of the
angular response are related to |J/D|. Intuitively, the magnetic
field inclination sensitivity can be tailored, in principle, by
engineering the spin interactions. This provides design
guidelines and the basis of structure−function relationships
for tuning the doublet−triplet pair through molecular
“structure” modifications to target “function” in compass
response.

Here we examined the magnetosensitivity of energy transfer
for luminescent doublet−triplet pairs from the interplay of
magnetic spin interactions between molecular spins and
magnetic fields. For strongly coupled doublet−triplet pairs,
light readout and spin polarization initialization following
reversible energy transfer reflect the size and sign of spin
exchange interactions. A light-based compass sensor from
tailoring spin interactions demonstrates one potential
application of weakly coupled doublet−triplet pairs. Our
study reveals the optical and spin properties of luminescent
radical−triplet systems with potential applications in spintronic
and quantum technology platforms using molecular spin
materials.
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